
A Worksheet for 
Overcoming Challenges to 

Digital Transformation



Introduction

One of the most frustrating situations at work is undoubtedly trying to convince a 

hesitant leadership team to make necessary changes. Whether you’re looking for 

support in the form of time, money or just general buy-in, it can be incredibly 

demotivating to continually be pushing against resistance. 

For many teams that want to launch a digital transformation initiative, this is the 

challenge they face. While it’s clear to everyone on the frontlines that the future of 

the company is in a tech-centric strategy, getting the entire leadership team to agree 

is difficult.

There are many reasons why building consensus fails. Amongst others, you might 

see:

Have you ever tried to win an argument on the sheer strength of logic alone? It likely 

didn’t go very well. Hard facts aren’t very persuasive, even to the most data-driven of 

executives.  Instead of starting with numbers, start by understanding the motivations 

behind each of the individuals on your executive team. Are they driven solely by 

profit? They likely each have their own passion projects that point to their underlying 

motivations.

Building a Persuasive Argument

A lack of urgency - why now? We have other priorities. 

A lack of available resources - this sounds expensive. Can it possibly pay off? 

A lack of knowledge - how do we manage the change in strategy?

In this guide, we’ll help you overcome the challenges in jumpstarting your digital 

transformation.
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Who do you need to convince? List as many people as you’ll need on your side. 

What motivates each of these stakeholders in their career? List projects they 

are proud of. 

How will a digital transformation project move their projects forward? Identify 

the benefits of your plan that will resonate with each stakeholder. 

For example, one executive might always be looking to your competitors for inspira-

tion. Will your new project elevate your services over their biggest enemy? Another 

executive might feel strongly moved by individual customer stories - make sure to 

load up your argument with qualitative evidence in support of your initiative. Yet 

another might be driven by creating a positive workplace culture. Can you show 

how digital transformation will improve the lives of employees as well as the lives of 

customers? 

Combining logic with emotional appeals makes your argument stronger and more 

persuasive. Just be sure to personalize your pitch for each stakeholder for maximum 

benefit. 

Ask yourself the following questions: 

Being persuasive also requires driving urgency. Paint a picture of what will happen if 

you don’t embrace the digital age. What will you leave on the table? How will your 

competitors surpass you? You need to answer the question “why now?” with 

information that shows exactly what your company will miss out on if you wait. 

The key is developing an argument that moves beyond “it’s the right thing to do” 

and inspires everyone with a vision of the future. 
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Calculate the total cost of the investment needed to complete the project, and how 

long it will take your company to break even after investment. Is all the cost required 

up front, or is it a month by month increase in operating cost? If executives can see 

where they start to turn a profit on a new initiative, it makes it much more appealing 

to invest now. 

If you need to make assumptions, be sure to use a conservative number that no one 

would disagree with. While pie-in-the-sky estimates might sound more attractive, 

they also decrease the credibility of your proposal.

Identify common reasons customers churn. Will any of these be abated by 

moving towards a digital-first service strategy? 

Can you charge more for new services or offerings? Could you deliver a brand 

new value-adding service to customers after digital transformation? 

How much more effective will your customer support team become? If custom-

ers are able to find information online before calling your call center, how many 

fewer agents need to be hired? 

Identify the Return on Investment

Money is at the root of all business. Without making a profit, businesses would fail to 

survive. This is true even on investments in customer service, so as leaders we need to 

be sure that the money we invest in new projects will bring in a profit. Even if a new 

initiative is “the right thing to do”, we still need to prove the financial feasibility. 

To calculate the expected financial benefit from your digital transformation proposal, 

look at every impact it might have both in cost saving and revenue making. For example:
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MakMake a plan to stare a plan to start smallt small

RRome wome wasnasn’t built in a da’t built in a dayy. Sometimes a compl. Sometimes a completete digital tre digital transformation might seemansformation might seem  

liklike an unachiee an unachievablvable ge goaloal, with a cost that, with a cost that’’s far ts far too high for something unproo high for something unproovven.en.  

InstInsteead of shooting for the moon, especiallad of shooting for the moon, especially with a hesitant managy with a hesitant management tement teeam, startam, start  

smallsmaller and builer and build momentum od momentum ovver time.er time.  

TTry brry breeaking yaking your prour project down intoject down into stago stages. Fes. For eor each stagach stage, tre, track metrics rack metrics religiousleligiouslyy  

so that yso that you can show the impact of anou can show the impact of any actions taky actions taken. Use the success of the firen. Use the success of the firstst  

stagstage te to drivo drive momentum for incre momentum for increeasing the budgasing the budget and the ret and the resouresources aces availablvailable. Ite. It  

might emight evven be possiblen be possible te to mako make change changes with no additional budges with no additional budget at all - startet at all - start  

therthere. If ye. If you can show that a small amount of changou can show that a small amount of change alre alreeady made a big differady made a big differenceence  

thrthrouough success stgh success stories and metrics, itories and metrics, it’’s much es much easier tasier to cono convince the doubtvince the doubterers.s.  

YYou can start the prioritization effort bou can start the prioritization effort by ry ranking eanking evvery planned changery planned change on twoe on two  

aspects: effort and raspects: effort and return. High effort preturn. High effort projects inclojects include a lude a lot of moot of moving parts, manving parts, manyy  

peoplpeople or departments and ofte or departments and often heen heaavy invy invvestmentestment. The. They wouly would be difficult td be difficult to go getet  

stakstakeholeholderders on boars on board for becad for because theuse they will be a ly will be a lot of workot of work. Low r. Low return preturn projects arojects aree  

not as attrnot as attractivactive, especialle, especially if they if they taky take a le a lot of effort tot of effort to accomplish. Finding thoseo accomplish. Finding those  

llow effortow effort, high r, high return preturn projects is the kojects is the keey ty to go getting momentum startingetting momentum starting. By me. By measurasur--

ing ying your success with a gour success with a guaruarantanteed win, yeed win, youou’ll ha’ll havve ee evidence tvidence to bring for the neo bring for the nextxt  

prprojectoject..    

As yAs you continue tou continue to mako make change changes and moes and movve te towowarards a complds a completete digital tre digital transformaansforma--

tiontion, y, youou’ll r’ll reeach critical mass and each critical mass and evveryeryone will be forone will be forced tced to go get onboaret onboard.d.  
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Worksheet



Complete the following table to start thinking about what angle to take to convince 

each individual.

Eg. CMO Company culture We can recruit employees 
who are looking for a more 
innovative work 
environment.

Build Persuasive Arguments

Time to start doing some “back of the napkin” budgeting for your project proposal. 

Collect all possible costs and benefits in this table and you’ll be a step ahead when 

your finance team starts asking for numbers. 

Calculate the Return on Investment

Stakeholder Driven by Benefits to focus on

Eg. cloud storage for documentation $29.99, plus the initial investment 
of time for migration

Investment Cost

Costs

Improve the number of customers 
that can find their own resources

Reduce incoming customer support 
volume by 10%

Benefit Estimated Return

Returns
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Identify the projects that will have the biggest payoff with the smallest amount of 

effort. Note that effort is ranked with 3 being the easiest.  Choose the projects that 

have the highest total ranking to start with. 

Migrating 
documentation 
to a cloud 
platform

3 2 5

(1 - difficult , 3 - easiest) (1 - low, 3 - high) (Effort + Return)

Make a plan to start small

Project Effort Potential Return Total Ranking
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